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About This Game
The year is 3055. For decades, mining the solar system’s main asteroid belt from the orbit of mars has produced enormous rare
mineral reserves and brought closer the dream of interstellar travel. Now however, something has altered the planetoids’ orbit
and as mining units are lost, foul play is suspected...
Take on the role of an interceptor shuttle and blast asteroids, UFOs and rogue agents in frantic retro action.

Features
Survive as long you can to set the high score and unlock new ships
Easy to pick-up, but increasingly challenging gameplay
Classic, arcade action

Hints
In Space, deceleration is slow; re-orientating the ship and accelerating in a new direction is far more effective.
Larger asteroids will sometimes drop bonuses
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Bonuses remain for varying amounts of time, be strategic in their collection

Notes
Two gamepad controllers are required for local co-op
On first run of the game, be sure to pick your appropriate screen resolution from the options menu; this may only take
visual effect when the level loads
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Title: Roidrekt
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Deathbed Ltd
Publisher:
Deathbed Ltd
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019
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English
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Dynamite Jack is a stealth game. You have the ability to start with or pickup bombs and a flashlight in order to achieve your
goal of reaching the end of the level. In order to reach the end of the level you will need to evade or kill the soldiers protecting
the mines you are walking through, collect key cards and\/or destroy colored electrical fields. The graphics are simple, but work
very well for this type of game and definitely let you know if you will be seen or not. The ability to control your character
through the levels is very intuitive and fluid. The difficulty level ramps up as you progress through the mines and special ways
of beating each level are offered such as no flashlight, no deaths, or no kills. I thoroughly enjoyed the game, beat the game and
then came back to unlock all achievements. A very approachable and fun stealth game that you shouldn't miss.. I am a
technology educator and this is very much the sort of VR simulator that I want all of my students and teachers to experience.
The idea is brilliant! I want to be using it yesterday. Unfortunately, our school has an Oculus Rift as our VR option. This app
states that it requires a Vive. I purchased the program anyway, as I have had great luck running the Oculus with other apps that
state this caveat, such as the amazing Mindshow (which is free, by the way..try it!), which is now an indespensible tool at our
school. No luck with using this with the Oculus. The image of the environment shows up on the monitor, but the headset
remains stubbornly locked in a pich black screen. I post this review in hopes that someone (devs?) read this and can possibly
provide a fix. If so, I will change my review of this amazing concept for a simulation. If not, then I will reluctantly ask for a
refund before the time allotted for such expires. I am of course, presuming that the app works well with Vive, and realize that I
took the risk that it might not work with Oculus. The question is, can we fix it for schools that have Oculus, especially with the
release of the Oculus Go?
An update on this review. The support staff for this product have contacted me after I sent an inquiry to them via their website
the same day as posting this review, and are committed to resolving the issue. In view of that, I have changed my review to a
thumbs up and it will remain a thumbs up, even if support cannot ultimately assist me in resolving the issue. I will continue to
recommend this to the schools in the state who are running Vive and look foreward to being able to do so to those schools like
mine who are running the Oculus.. Point Perfect made me a better PC gamer. Now I finally have the confidence to talk to girls.
Thanks Highcastle Studios!
- Eugene. I bought this solely for Armin's exposed chest and thighs. Would have been better if his outfit were more like Eren's,
but I'll take all the Armin fanservice I can get. Also would have been better if I were able to just buy the Armin one. The blue
and yellow goes nicely with Armin's eyes and hair, and the patterns on the jacket look like waves for a nice ocean motif. Very
aesthetically pleasing. Also, you can look up his skirt thing. Overall a very good use of $8.99.. Its a fun game, good to pass the
time before I head to works and I want to play a game for a few minutes, nothing to involving fun quick easy, nice little casual
game. You did good lads very well
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it'd be a nice game
if it gave you ANY tutorial on how to fly the thing
considering theres a thousand controls. Got it as part of the deluxe edition. I like that you can switch styles and keep progress on
that char for every map. Would recommend if U have lots of money. If \u20ac5 Is a lot to you, leave it.. Hello Friends! I
decided to write a guide for Birthdays the Beginning! At first i thought this was a evolution game, but looking into it, it seems
more focused on puzzle gaming too. Most people see this as a casual game, and it can be defined as such due to no fighting in it.
It mainly focuses on evolving a little cube world with all manner of lifeforms. There are several factors to consider too..for
example, the height of the land, how close it is to a water source, the temperature rate, and how many of each species there is.
These all add up to a evolution game that requires some strategy due to the puzzle type playing of the game.
As with all games, if you get bored due to repetition, please take a break from it. This can lead to boredom if playing this game
too much. As for this game, i recommend it for players who like strategy and puzzle games. Also, much micromanaging is
required if you want to evolve the correct species. I even found some of the levels difficult myself. I have yet to finish the game
as i think im on the final level.
NOTE: I did have problems with the game crashing, but if you put "run as admin" in compatibility settings, it works fine. It
won't let you take screenshots after you do it though.... Thats a nice and interesting puzzle game with unusual mechanics.
The AI is a bit dull, but the multiplayer totally makes up for it!
The animations are smoth and very pleasant to look at.
Neat game, I'd recommend!. Even if the blur problem isn't sorted out, the game is totally worth its price. This game is highly
unstable and should be avoided. Very poor gameplay.. Can play this on my potato and still runs fine.. While an intriguing break
from standard 4X space games, this game lacks the guidance and sophistication that are needed to truly break new ground.
There is no tutorial and the interface gives very little guidance as to what buttons do what and how resources interrelate. Even
the manual (which is a separate download under "User's Guide") only gives descriptions of buttons, not how they work together..
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hEKFzun3W3w
Above is my impressions of the game.
Viktor is an action focused 2D twin stick shooter that features challenging, but not (overly) difficult game play. The game is
about dodging and shooting your way to the end boss then shooting him\/her as well. You solve most of your problems by
shooting at them actually.
It's pretty enjoyable, and the visuals are certainly pleasant. I would rave about the overall aesthetics if it wasn't for some of the
earlier levels looking very dull and generic, but other than that, the character sprites are well illustrated and animated, and some
of the later levels make up for the duller beginnings.
Pros:
- (Mostly) Gorgeous game with top quality animation
- Challenging with out being frustrating
- Fun dodge mechanic
- Shooting all the things
Cons:
- Dull looking beginning levels
- Can be arguably light on content
. Bought this as part of the bundle for Tower 3D Pro. Just make sure you dont start this airport at midnight as it will not load.
Easy way to get it started is to choose another time then it loads no problem!
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